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ABSTRACT:  
Lake Yessei is a relatively large community of predominantly Yakut (hakalaar) hunters 

and reindeer herders located in the far north-eastern corner of the Evenki Autonomous District, 
Krasnoiarsk Krai.  This community of approximately 900 self-ascribed 'Yakuts' is the largest 
community of Sakha-speaking people outside of the republic of the same name.  However it is 
one of the least well-known 'diaspora' communities in Russia. This chapter, based on 
anthropological fieldwork from 1998 to 2002, discusses the impact of Russian imperial 
expansion, orthodoxy, and Soviet policies on the identity of the people living there. 

In the 18th and 19th centuries, Lake Yessei was a hub located strategically at the centre 
of overland transport corridors uniting Mangazeia with Yakutsk.  The region attracted the 
interest of orthodox missionaries at an early date due to the wealth and 'civilised' aspect of its 
local reindeer herders as for its prominent position in the regional trading networks.  Some of the 
more fascinating manuscript diaries come from the travels of the missionary Mikhail Suslov, 
who in his Ilimskii inspired programme of empowering inorodtsev campaigned for the 
construction of chapel and later a mission school in the area.  The coming of Soviet power in 
1924 put an end to these early empowerment programmes, but they arguably lived on in early 
Populist programmes of social betterment spearheaded by the 'Committee of the North' led by 
Suslov's grandson.  It was only late in the Soviet era that new transportation technologies and 
new industrial priorities ironically re-created Lake Yessei as one of the more remote 
communities in Central Siberia. 

Yessei Yakuts today maintain a remarkably strong affinity to their identity as yakuty in 
region where it has become more popular to rename oneself either as Evenki or as Sakha.  Their 
identity is invigorated by a strong tie to their land and their lake, which figures in a number of 
mythic narratives of origin.  Further, the negative memory of the orthodox mission still 
empowers their sense of self.  This chapter argues that without the powerful dialogues initiated 
by early orthodox and Soviet missionaries, the strong sense of identity that one reads in this 
community could not exist.  This argument leads into broader arguments of the role of the state 
and social institutions in creating identity. 
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Introduction 

 In anthropology, as in history, it has become too common to note the constructed nature 

of social identities.   After Anderson (1991) and Gellner (1983), it is difficult to write 

convincingly of national identity as if it were a deeply held sentiment.  Following the work of 

Porter (1996) and Hacking (1990), statistical surveys are no longer seen to be exploratory, but 

instead represent the engineering of identity.  Even for those, like Frederik Barth (1998), who 

think that identity is a deeply held and almost inexpressible conviction, we learn that we can only 

come to read about it or hear about it second-hand at the ‘ethnic boundaries’ which are 

mechanically represented through symbolic conventions used for representing identity.  In this 

chapter I would like to challenge the modernist position that has become the norm in English-

language research on identity.  Following Neil Whitehead (2003), I will argue that visceral or 

‘mythic’ understandings of what tie people to time and to place are still an important part of 

writing the history of identity in Russia at the very least.  Through a short ethnohistorical study 

of a community in North Central Siberia, I will demonstrate how shifting categories and 

boundaries, which are often designed by external administrators or researchers, interact in 

complex ways with local symbolic traditions.  In this case, the case of Lake Yessei and the 

Yessei yakuty I will argue that the history and agency of a lake itself is an important element in 

understanding a very strongly felt moral conviction that local people assign to their identity.  

 This chapter will discuss many common themes with other chapters in this book [Seek 

Michael’s advice here].  Here, I will discuss the important way that the identity categories – 

especially surnames - have come into circulation and are wielded by the different generations 

born at this place.  The shifting borders of administrative and clerical districts are also an 

important part of the story of people just beyond the reach to two powerful political centres in 

Central Siberia.  Finally, the role of engaged orthodox missionaries, and later of ethnographers, 

will show the important influence of clerical and academic scholarship on the region. 
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 However, to add to this history of scholarly and administrative interest, the chapter will 

focus on the process of ethnogenesis.  Here I will experiment with using the category of 

ethnogenesis by combining the primordial and essentialist way that the term is generally used in 

the Russian language tradition (Gumilev 1990; Arutiunov 1994; Banks 1996) as well as the 

modernist manner in which it has been employed recently by American ethnohistorians (Arnsell 

1998; Hill 1996).  Using the ethnohistoric tradition, I hope to show how names and categories 

coined in the early 19th century have channelled and reduced the avenues by which identity can 

be expressed in the region.  However, in referencing the Russian literature on ethnic history, I 

hope to capture the way that people feel their identity to be rooted. In this case, I will show how 

identity is rooted in an evocative and sentient landscape which creates moral persons.  I will 

argue that without this mythic form of reasoning, it is difficult both to interpret the historical 

sources as well as the contemporary ethnographic realities of this place. 

 For a volume dominated by historians of the early 19th century, this chapter may seem to 

be out of step.  The heart of the research took place in between 1998 and 2002, and makes 

reference to historical sources and local memories which stretch back to touch the outer bounds 

of the period under discussion (approximately 1848).1  However I would ask for some patience 

from my colleagues in history for two reasons.  First, many of the identity-building processes so 

well documented in other parts of the Empire in the first half of the 19th century really only came 

into play in this northerly region somewhat later.   Arguably the mission societies and liberal 

reformers who touched this place implemented many of the same identity-forming practices 

rehearsed elsewhere earlier in the century.  Second, and more importantly, much of the 

substantial truth behind how identity is alternately felt and wielded by Yessei Yakuts today has 

roots which extend through the generations and through time through the mythical nature of 
                                                 
1 The initial archival and field research for this project was supported through the Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada through the Baikal Archaeology Project (MCRI 2000-1000).  The theoretical work for 
this chapter has been developed through seminars supported by our project on Archival Transcripts from the Arts 
and Humanities Research Council of the United Kingdom.  I would like to thank the Alekseev family of Lake 
Yessei for hosting our team and for helping us meet the many fascinating elders of the community who shared with 
us their history. 
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identity categories.  Here I will argue that identity can still be felt through the memory of 

significant baptisms or even the conspicuous absence of the foundations of an early 19th century 

chapel at the centre of the community.  The timeless way that social categories are often felt can 

lead us beyond a discussion of the sometimes cynical and sceptical way that categories are 

deconstructed to point to the way the way that they are nevertheless useful to people for building 

lives and for offering guideposts to new generations.  As the conclusion will suggest, the mid 

19th century has never been closer to residents of Yessei as it has been at the start of the 21st 

century in the times of the great transformations of decollectivization and the privatisation of the 

socialist state.  In this respect, faith and ethnogenesis is no different for people at Yessei than in 

many other places across Russia struggling to reassemble identity markers in the wake of a 

globalising monopolist economy. 

 

Lake Yessei 

When anyone writes or speaks about Yessei Yakuts, they usually begin with a discussion of the 

lake.  This hear-say combination of geography with identity is a telling indicator of the close 

relationship that these people have with their landscape. This interlinking of geography and 

identity is part of an old discourse which links both mythic time, as well as the shorter history of 

Russian exploration, missionisation and administration. 

 Lake Yessei is a freshwater lake ‘shaped like a cross’ located on one of the tributaries of 

the Kotoi river in the north-eastern corner what is today Ilimpei district of the Evenki 

Autonomous District.  The lake is roughly 40 kilometres in length and 25 kilometers in width 

across its four arms (Figure 1).  Nestled up against the Khatanga ridge and the Putoran plateau, 

which support thinly populated subarctic forest, it is a striking feature.  Before the days of 

hydroelectric reservoirs, it was the only major lake in between Lake Khantaika, Lake Taimyr and 

Lake Baikal – a territory of some 800,000 square kilometres.   For a long time, the lake has been 

a geographical marker in central Siberia appearing on early maps of Siberia (Figure 2).  As 
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Russian expansion accelerated across the northern rim of Siberia, the Lake was seen to sit at a 

crossroads between ‘roads’ [trails] between Mangazeia and Yakutsk.  One road led north along 

the tundra of southern Taimyr to Khatanga, and then branched south to Yessei and then to 

Viliusk.  Another road led up the Kureika watershed through the Putoran mountains to arrive at 

Yessei, and then would either branch north to Khatanga and Olenek or directly east to Viliusk. 

The lake harbours a large population of freshwater fish, chiefly whitefish and jackfish, which 

today form one support of the economy of the village on its south-western shores.  It is also an 

attractive watering point for the dramatic ten-thousands strong migration of wild reindeer which 

cross this region on their yearly trek from Northern Taimyr to the forests of central Evenkiia. 

In pre-revolutionary geographic literature, the region has been best described in the work 

of Krivoshapkin (1863), Suslov (1884), Tolmachev (1904), Ostrovskikh (1905) and Adler 

(1910).  In these older works the Lake is sometimes spelled zhessei [jesse] with a direct reference 

to the old testament [Jesse being the father of David].  Village elders today affirm this link 

mentioning the cross-like shape and some citing the fact that Jesus himself crossed over the lake, 

giving the water its powerful properties.  There is a powerful Evenki-Yakut origin myth 

concerning the lake, the legend of the maiaty, which mentions the lake. Due to its strong 

moralistic and ethnogenetic tone, it is worth citing in full: 

Many years ago there was a tribe called the Maiats, nobody knows where they came 

from. They were warriors who decided to take over the lands by Lake Essei. They walked 

all the way from Olenek to Essei. When they saw the lake, they said: ‘Is this the lake that 

is so much praised? Is this the lake that is said to be very large? This is not a large lake 

but a puddle of water. Anyone can cross this lake on foot.’ Then they saw a mammoth 

tusk sticking out from the ice-covered lake. They decided to cut it by axe. Soon they 

noticed blood pouring out from the tusk. That is a bad sign, one woman told them. She 

told them to stop, but they did not listen to her. She walked to the shore and the Maiat 

people continued to axe the tusk. As soon as the woman reached the shore, the ice on the 
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lake cracked and all of the Maiats disappeared under the water. That was the end of them. 

That woman remained alive and lived until recently in Taymyr. She was nicknamed 

'Maiat'. She had a son, known as 'Maiat Yld’aa'. When I was a boy I saw him, as an old 

man. A man like a man, just like us. (Narrated by Chomo 2002; translation from Sakha 

by T.Argounova-Low (in press)) 

In the literature on ethnic history, the legend of the maiaty has become a footnote in the history 

of the origin of peoples in central Taimyr (Dolgikh & Potapov 1968).  This ethnogenetic 

interpretation of the myth, with its characteristic attention to pedigrees, was constructed by 

clipping out those aspects of this story that tie people to landscape that is a moral agent.  In other 

versions of the legend (Khitrov 1903: 44;Gurvich 1977: 160-162; Savin 1978) the maiaty are 

distinguished from real people by their barbaric and brutal habits such as skinning animals alive 

for the fun of it or the brutal slaying of an entire community of Russian settlers.  The Lake, in 

contrast, is always the strict enforcer of proper moral behaviour and in all versions of the legend, 

as in all conversations today, carries a mystical and sentient element.  Experienced fisherman 

maintain that the Lake responds to the moral behaviour of the fisherman and ‘hides’ fish away 

from bad people beyond a hidden, subterranean second lake bed.  To engage with the Lake in a 

positive way, all local residents, and guests, ‘feed’ the lake with gifts of fat, coins, horsehair, or 

vodka (Figure 3).  The lake is affectionately called ‘grandmother’ in the local Yakut dialect.  

 The people who tend to the lake, and whom the lake feeds, call themselves yesseitsy or 

yakuty in Russian or hakalaar in their own language.  It is perhaps significant that in 2002 

nobody referred to themselves as Sakha when asked to identify themselves in Russian - the 

language of the public sphere-  despite the fact that this has become the official Russian-

language identifier of nationality in the neighbouring republic of Sakha-Yakutiia.  They speak a 

dialect of the Turkic Sakha language which is similar to those spoken in Olenek and Viliusk of 

the contemporary Sakha-Yakut republic (Voronkin 1961; 1984; Romanova et al. 1975).  In 2002 

there were 800 residents in the community of Yessei, 90% of whom identified themselves as 
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Yakut.  The village is the largest self-identified Yakut community outside of the Sakha republic 

and the only exclusively Yakut community in the Evenki Autonomous District.  As if to affirm 

the ethnic homogeneity of Yessei, there is another community some 120 km to the southeast 

called Chirinda which is 90% Evenki.   

In North Central Siberia there is a complex interplay of Sakha and Evenki identifiers 

born by people who alternately ally with each other or fracture apart from each other. Indeed in 

the actions of everyday life on the tundra, in hunting skills and in language, these two linguistic 

and cultural traditions are heavily intertwined (Vasilevich 1951; Romanova et al. 1975).  If one 

adds to this the history of the Turkic speaking Dolgans immediately to the North (who also call 

themselves hakalaar), it is possible to sketch out an intricate symphony of identity which refracts 

and changes in different historical epochs (Anderson 2000).  It is important to say that this is not 

the overt story that one hears in Yessei.  Although there is not room in this chapter to explore 

this question in great detail, it would be fair to say that the most powerful and blatant 

ethnographic fact of this community today is their strong autochthonous identity of ‘Yakuts 

living at Lake Yessei’.  Most, if not all, residents speak with great pride of their own Yakut 

traditions and with some distaste for the habits and traditions of their Evenki neighbours.  They 

feel a strong sense of alliance with central Sakha but also feel a sense of difference.  With their 

Sakha neighbours, the main point of difference is often cited to be felt in surnames.  It is said that 

only yesseitsy have real haka surnames (Espek, Maimogo) while Sakha often have Russian 

surnames (Popov, Vasiliev).  This segmental identity argument also subtlety reverses a suspicion 

that some Central Sakhas harbour that the Yessei Yakuts are somehow cut-off from the 

heartlands of Sakha identity.  Instead, it implies that pure Sakha origins begin with the hakalaar.  

In my experience as an ethnographer, I have not come across such a strongly autonomous and 

endogamous aboriginal community in Siberia – with the significant exception of the Russian old 

believers.  One of the main arguments of this chapter is that the fundamentalist intersection of 
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faith and belonging, common to Old Believer communities, provides a strong pillar of identity to 

this non-Russian ethnic community. 

The second most interesting ethnographic fact of this community, and one that is 

important to this volume, is the diaspora status of this strong, traditional community.  The history 

of Lake Yessei, and its people, is one of transitory allegiances to shifting Imperial, Soviet, and 

post-Soviet institutional structures underscored by a fast and fixed attachment to the landscape as 

an enduring feature.  From the point of view of a local person, the Lake is literally and factually 

the centre of northern Eurasia.  Around this stable point, borders, administrative languages and 

policies constantly shift.  Presently, the community is located in the Evenki Autonomous District 

soon to become swallowed in an oligarchic reinvention of Krasnoiarskii Krai in 2007.  In 

previous early Soviet and Imperial periods the community swayed between the Yakutsk 

guberniia and Yeniseisk guberniia, as well as between the Tomsk and Kamchatka eparkhii.  

Throughout this period, traders from Yakutsk and from Turukhansk competed with each other in 

the trade of manufactured goods for furs and fish. In terms of contemporary status, Yakuts 

(Sakhas) are technically thought of as a ‘burgeoning’ mnogochislenyi people and were not 

assigned the affirmative action subsidies given to ‘sparse’ malochislenyi  peoples in the former 

Soviet Union or in the Russian Federation.  However, in recognition of both their isolation and 

the refined quality of their traditional skills, the constitution ustav of the Evenki Autonomous 

District recognises the Yessei Yakuts as to be the equivalent of a sparse people and thus has 

provided services to the area on the same basis as any of the other ethnically homogenous 

villages of the district.  Despite these legal and jurisdictional accommodations, Yessei Yakuts 

today proudly cite the fact that they do not traffic in identity to gain political and economic 

advantage, and somewhat despairingly cite the examples of Sakha-speaking Evenkis living in the 

nearby Taimyr district and Sakha republic as people who do not share this moral fibre. 

The transitory and hybrid nature of this community has also made it next to invisible in 

the ethnographic literature.  Soviet and Imperial ethnographers have preferred to concentrate 
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their efforts on documenting ‘pure’ national types.  Aside from the Imperial geographical works 

cited above, fundamental works on Yessei Yakuts can only be found in brief notes by Solomov 

(1932), Vasil’evich (1951); Stulev (1953).  Works on their lifestyle can be found passim in 

Dobrovo-Yadtrintsiva (1927) and Gurvich (1948; 1977).  My colleague Tatiana Argounova-Low 

(in press) is now conducting the first concentrated social anthropological fieldwork in this 

region. 

 

The History of the Lake Yessei Mission 

Although surrounded by shifting boundaries and social categories, yet captured by none, one late 

Imperial organisation devoted an unusual amount of attention to Lake Yessei Yakuts.  The 

Yenisei Missionary society, under the leadership of father Mikhail Suslov (1844-1918), devoted 

an enormous amount of time and energy to reaching Lake Yessei, offering services, and 

performing baptisms and marriages.   The bulk of their most intensive efforts fall outside of the 

period of interest to this volume (1873-1906), yet the records surviving from this intense period 

reveal a continuity of clerical and scholarly interest which has had a profound effect on the 

identity of Yessei Yakuts today. 

 Christianity came to the region around Lake Yessei along with Cossack frontiersmen in 

the mid 17th century (Aleksandrov 1968;Bakhrushin 1929; 1955).  Reflecting the early 

administrative ambiguity of the region, Yessei Yakuts paid yasak alternately through Cossack 

parties extending out of Mangazeia or Viliusk, but rarely at the Lake itself .  There are few 

records which have come to my attention which suggest that early colonisation had a strong 

effect on the area.  Yakut reindeer herdsmen at the 17th and 18th century in this region, according 

to the sources, made the most of the unique environment and were quite wealthy both in terms of 

reindeer and in terms of assistants.  As with pastoralists the world over, it seems that they took 

best advantage of the power of their mobility and only occasionally encountered the tax-
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collecting parties. As a result, in the literature, they are often portrayed as being somewhat 

unruly and living just beyond the reach of the state. 

 However the later 19th Century missionisation of the region present a story of a more 

engaged state interest.  The Yenisei valley was aggressively re-missionised out of Tomsk in the 

early 19th Century, with priest-missionaries bringing their faith to the Samoedic peoples of the 

lower Yenisei valley first and then working with the Turkic speaking people of the high Arctic.  

The Putoran plateau presented a physical and logistical barrier to the missionaries, leaving many 

Evenki people isolated from their influence well up to the start of the 20th century.  Lake Yessei 

was identified as a convenient staging point for reaching the interior of the Putoran plateau.  To 

this end, there were several proposals to build a semi-permanent chapel at the site.  According to 

the diary of Father Dmytry [Khitrov] (1903: 47-48), he first asked a wealthy Tungus herder to 

build a chapel at the southern end of the Lake in December 1850.  Interestingly, he doubted if 

Russian style rectangular structure could be built on the frozen terrain, and he requested a 

pyramidal semi-buried structure similar to a Yakut iurt. Father Mikhail, working from oral 

histories in 1882, cites the foundation of log chapel on the banks of the Lake by Father Dmytryi 

at approximately 1840 at a different site on the western side of the Lake (Suslov 1882/3 GAKK 

667-1-116) (Figure 4).  The travel diary of Father Dmytryi, in turn, cites oral testimony to an 

even earlier chapel built by Russian settlers forty years before his 1850 visit (Khitrov 1903: 44). 

It is difficult to judge the intensity of mission work at this time, but the fact that at least one solid 

squat chapel was built in an area devoid of good building timber suggests a considerable 

investment of energy in recognition of work to be done.  Much more telling for our purposes, is 

at least two historically documented examples of what is today an important theme –the 

conviction that a vanished religious structure (one that always seem to vanish about 40 years 

before the present) still exerts its power in the here-and-now.  

Despite this intensity of interest in the mid 19th Century, according to the words of elders 

interviewed by father Mikhail [Suslov] in 1882, there was a long hiatus of 20 years before 
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occasional missionaries came to the Lake from the side of the Yakutsk Guberniia.  An intensive 

period of visits from Turukhansk occurred in the summers between 1861 to 1863, followed again 

by a hiatus.  The Yenisei Mission Society enters the picture in 1871 with the work of a priest 

Kozhevnikov.  Father Mikhail, and his protégés, continued this work from 1882 to 1906. 

 The history of both the Yakutsk mission, and the Yeniseisk mission, is best documented 

in the thick and colourful journals of father Mikhail [Suslov] in the State Archive of Krasnoiarsk 

Territory (fond 667).  These unusually detailed journals, often up 60 folios in length, record a 

large number interesting issues and encounters ranging from battles with shamans to worried 

observations over the exploitation of poor native peoples (Anderson & Orekhova 2002).  In this 

section, I would like to focus on only two dimensions – the constant petitions by Yessei Yakuts 

for the services of Orthodox missionaries, and the disciplined and canny way that visiting 

missionaries counted, enumerated, and labelled the people living at Yessei. 

 According to father Mikhail’s most fundamental report (GAKK 667-1-116) [partially 

published in Suslov 1884 and Anderson & Orekhova 2002], the Yenisei Mission Society 

received many petitions for services directly from Yessei Yakuts visiting at other locations 

beginning in 1859 and growing in intensity through the 1870.  Further, the missionaries received 

directives from their dioceses to visit, enumerate and convert Evenkis and Yakuts living in the 

region.   In this colourful diary one of the verbatim petitions from Gregorii Espek in 1878 is 

represented as follows: 

Gregory Espek, who was sent from Yessei to the Khatanga parish on the request of his 

native compatriots [reported to me the following]: “I would like to hear you say,” Espek 

said to me, “will one of the priest visit us at Yessei next year (1878-9) or not?  Thanks be 

to God that now I have seen you with my own eyes.  Please tell me straight.  If you won’t 

come then we will ask the Yakutsk priests to come.  We are also baptised Christians you 

know!  There are plenty of us to baptise, to cleanse, and to marry.  Many many!”  My 

promise that Father Nikolai Serebrennikov would visit Yessei calmed Espek down, and 
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through him, the yessitsy. But to my great disappointment, my promise was also not kept 

in 1879.   

Similar petitions are documented in their manuscripts by other missionaries in the same fond 

including Pushkarev, Semenov and Zavodskii.  The quality that is common to these petitions is a 

great enthusiasm for hosting a missionary, an intimate conversational style, and great feeling of 

personal duty which is conveyed strongly in all of these manuscripts.  The services requested are 

blessings, baptisms and weddings. 

 Despite the enthusiasm for services performed in their chapel, the visits to Lake Yessei 

were few due to the immense distance from Turukhansk and the many weeks that the journey 

would take by reindeer sledge in often blizzardy winter conditions.  The diaries often link the 

arduousness of the journey to parallels from journeys across the deserts of the Old Testament.  

Upon arrival at Yessei, all missionaries carried out a careful accounting of the population, tent by 

tent, listing the age and sex of the residents, the services administered (baptisms, weddings, 

prayers) and also the identity of the tent residents.  Identity is measured in terms of civil yasak 

status, clan (nochleg) status, and a type of linguistic identity which reads today as nationality. 

These early accounts bear much in common with later Imperial instruments such as the 1897 

census and the early Soviet social accounting experiments. It is significant that the clan status in 

these early documents is almost always hyphenated indicated either a paired clan affiliation (ex. 

Chardu-Betu) or a kinship type affiliation to a certain region (Batulu- Khatyngnskii).  In later 

accounts the complex nature of clan affiliation blurs into a system of surnames, which of course, 

are also the legacy of these early missionaries.  One quality that comes out strongly in the reports 

is a concern for the administrative affiliation of the region.  The reports document the visits by 

‘other’ missions from Yakutsk and generally make plentiful arguments for the practicality and 

desirability of missionising the Lake from Yeniseisk.  It is interesting that in 1850 Father 

Dmytryi also registers a complaint against the Yeniseisk mission  where reputedly ‘another’ 

missionary refused to marry a couple until both parties accepted baptism (Khitrov 1903: 45-46). 
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 The Lake Yessei mission formally ended with the upheavals of the beginning of the early 

20th century.  With the consolidation of Soviet power in the early 1930s, the chapel had its 

cupola removed and served as the headquarters of the nomadic Soviet, and later as a club.  The 

religious regalia in the chapel was gathered up and made into museum displays in the new 

regional capital of Tura (ironically displayed beside the ritual attributes that Evenki shamans 

were using) (Figure 5). The bell, the sound of which would be used to heal the ill when the 

priests were not around, ended up at the bottom of the Lake (although it remains unclear if it was 

deliberately dumped or if the Lake itself claimed it).  However a strong argument can be made 

that the chapel lives on both in the memory of elders today and in the political and social 

categories which still stratify the community.  The power of baptism, and generally of the water 

of the lake, is one of the most obvious syncretic elements in the modern life of the community 

almost one hundred years after the end of the mission.  Further, the social categories of this 

intensive attention of the clerics are still evident in the way that people describe their identity and 

affiliation today. 

 

Social Categories of Identity and their Legacies 

The strong localised patriotism of Yessei Yakuts today manifests itself across a number of 

dimensions which come from deeper historical roots.  Many of these roots extend back to the 

beginning of the 19th century, but are best documented in oral history and in scattered archival 

references from the second half of the 19th century. 

 

Surname, Clan and Nationality 

The most powerful legacy of early missionisation is the use of patrilineal surnames.  This is a 

phenomena not limited to Lake Yessei (Anderson 2000), but the significance of this particular 

identity structure can not be underestimated. 
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 Although we have no records of the way that Yakuts at Yessei would have named 

themselves before Russian scribes arrived, we can make generalisations on the basis of hearsay 

practice today and a few scattered references describing neighbouring peoples.  As was common 

to the Putoran region in general, social organisation was and still is organised along extended 

families  - clans – which combined both patrilineal and matrilineal elements.  Peculiar to Yessei 

Yakuts (and to Western Yakuts in general) was the use of bird totem-protectors to signify 

patrilineal clans (Gurvich 1977).  Our fieldwork also indicates that rights to access places, and to 

mutual aid, also flow through women as well (although this may be an adaptation developed 

under state socialism).  It is unlikely that a group label was used as a way to signify individuals 

in the distant past.  Again, based on neighbouring groups and on contemporary ethnography, 

individuals probably carried several names – a given ‘secret’ name, an everyday ‘nickname’, and 

later an official ‘Russian’ Christian name. 

 Much of the recent history of Lake Yessei has been concerned with protecting and 

transferring wealth in reindeer – a phenomenon that has influenced marriage patterns and the 

registration of people.  Once the surname system became institutionalised, and it was well 

institutionalised by 1870, the use of surname technology became a new way of regulating access 

to reindeer and to land.  Mission records composed from the 1870s to 1905 associate certain 

hyphenated clan-surname groups to certain places.  These hyphenated identity markers became 

pruned and clipped to a surname and ‘tribal’ (plemia) identifier during the Polar Census of 1926. 

With the great ethnic cleansings of the early 1930s, kin living in the far North and the far East 

eventually took on both unique surnames and unique nationalities.  By the 1950s surname 

technology took on a life of its own.  Thus Katyginskii Dolgans living in the neighbouring 

district of Taimyr today can find their blood cousins living in Yessei with the surname Batulu 

and the different nationality of Yakut stamped in their passports.   

Although the process of rationalising identity into surname lineages reached its 

completion in Soviet times, the practice of carving out autonomous and individual identities 
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began with mission practice in the early to mid 19th century.  The legacy of authoritative 

surnames and nationality is a clear illustration of modernism in identity creation and no doubt 

reflect a general process across Russia in this period.  However, even authoritative surnames can 

carry kernels of mythic and evocative meaning which I would argue contribute to their 

persistence.  The authoritative surnames in Yessei today – such as Espek and Maimogo -  are 

still seen to be linked to totemic birds and to a specific lakescapes in direct contrast to the urban-

sounding surnames of their Sakha neighbours.  Surname technology without a doubt has changed 

the way that people are mapped onto resources. However place is still evocative in these 

particular patrilineal lineages through the history of their contact with the Lake. 

 

An Ecology of Faith 

Both civil administrators and clerical workers swept the central Siberian landscape with borders 

of administrative responsibility.  Lying within the major waterways which once served as the 

highways of travel in Siberia, Yessei was point of competition for priests, Imperial 

administrators, and for traders.  Much like the strong winds which sometimes create high waves 

on the lake, the advance of these administrative affiliations was impressive for short periods of 

time, but over the long term did not necessarily leave lasting impressions.  However some 

administrative projects, like Orthodoxy, left a lasting mark on the community despite the 

abbreviated nature of its being.   

The classic historical trope of Russian colonisation emphasises how state-led initiatives 

replace local institutions either violently or gradually.  Local accounts, however, place their 

emphasis on how external administrative or ritual projects are invigorated by a sense of moral 

purpose that is often rooted in the landscape.  The best example of this can be seen, again, in the 

process by which Lake Yessei allowed itself to be claimed by one or another Orthodox mission. 

Although visiting missionaries were always welcomed warmly, the Lake itself always 

appears in their diaries as a force equal to human community.  Father Dmytryi recounts a 
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powerful story of his first arrival at the Lake in 1850 when on the day that he set foot on the lake 

the surface of the lake cracked with a great roar forming a huge ice wall (Khitrov 1903: 42-43).  

Having been hailed as “Christ’s interpreter” he was asked for the reason behind this event and 

why it happened at the precise time of his arrive.  Father Dmytryi chose a naturalistic 

explanation that linked the event to the play of melting river water on stationary ice, and then 

asked the local Tunguses for their explanation: 

“Well,” answered one old man, “we didn’t expect such an answer from you at all.  Our 

understanding does not agree with yours whatsoever.  We think that this was done by a 

water demon who wanted to hinder your attempt to bless the lake.  As far as we have 

observed, such events always followed by some misfortune.” 

Father Dmytryi shares this story with the reader presumably to underscore the need for 

popular education among the indigenous hunters of Siberia.  However, the story is also evocative 

of the power of place.  Much like in the origin myth of the maiaty, the judgement of proper 

practice is arbitrated by a land that in itself acts and judges like a living entity. 

This example of how a place accepts a relation with the Church speaks to the highly 

contingent and negotiated quality to Russian colonisation, especially when compared to other 

colonial models in Canada, and Latin America (Anderson 2004).   One can argue that the Yessei 

Yakuts occupied a sort of ‘middle ground’ between various Imperial forces (White 1991).  With 

a strong population and subsistence base, influential clan leaders, and later, collective farm 

directors, were able to choose between competing terms of trade from either 

Turukhansk/Mangezeia or Viliusk/Yakutsk.  At the start of the 21st century this competition for 

the welfare of souls at Yessei continues with the community alternately attracting the attention of 

Yukos-financed oil men in Tura and Alros-financed diamond magnates in Mirnii.    

The key element in these negotiations over affiliation is the agency of the local 

community. This can also be seen in the ecology of ritual practice.  In the middle of the 19th 

century, travelling missionaries such as priest Pushkarev and father Mikhail rejoiced in the 
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enthusiasm shown by representatives of the Yakuts at Yessei for the mystery of baptism and for 

the personal visit of priests to the Lake.   Although missionaries visited rarely, new generations 

were nonetheless named and cherished in their absence.  This process continues today.  

Authoritative elderly women still press a cross on the foreheads of the young with water taken 

from the same bay used by the visiting priests in the 19th century.  Today, the strength and power 

of baptism is seen to come from the water, and from the exact place from where the water was 

taken, rather than from the office of the priest.  If one reads the archives left by the Imperial-era 

missionaries carefully, one can find hints of this ecology of faith even in the 19th century.  In 

Father Mikhail’s travel diary there is a beautiful and powerful passage of him agreeing to bless a 

collection of trained harness reindeer by him leading them through a swelling springtime creek.   

Although Imperial agents, such as the mission societies, introduced a new vocabulary of 

identity to the region, it in and of itself is not sufficient to account for the way that identity is 

marshalled in everyday life.  Externally produced categories are always consumed locally, and in 

the process changed.  By nesting identifiers in a local ecology of practice, externally forged 

terms come to do the ethnogenetic work demanded of a local community. 

 

Remembering the Past in the Post-Socialist Present 

At the start of the 21st century, the community of Yessei faces new challenges.  New oligarchic 

administrations led by oil-men and nickel-men are rearranging the geography of political power 

to facilitate the export of resources overseas.  Central state subsidies have fallen out of fashion, 

which has wrecked havoc with the aviation corridors which linked this remote community to 

airstrips to the South, East and North.   With the end of centrally supported economic institutions 

family incomes have fallen, and with that various social problems such as alcoholism and violent 

death have appeared. 

 Young and old in Yessei acknowledge that today they do not live as well as previously. 

Many reflect that that the reason for this is their lack of attention to the chapel.  In 2002 our team 
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heard many stories of the fate of the old chapel at Yessei, which up until the 1970s served as a 

club for the village youth.  One energetic state farm director had the former chapel disassembled 

and cut up to use for firewood.  It is said that those who took the firewood for their own stoves 

later suffered illness or death.  Today the empty space where the chapel stood is honoured.  In 

late Soviet times the space was simply empty.  Today, a large cross marks the spot (Figure 6) 

and people talk of erecting a new chapel ‘so that the people can begin to live good again’.  

Around the lake, other places connected with the church are coveted.  An old graveyard, which 

features the ruined remains of a priest’s vestuary, is occasionally visited and offered gifts of 

coins and matches as any other venerated spot on the landscape (Figure 7).  Orthodox mortuary 

rules of wakes and of feeding the dead are elaborated and practiced, right down to the 

construction of modern mortuary monuments to house these visits.   

 The community’s current fondness for the memory of the Lake Yessei mission can be 

interpreted as one of many types of nostalgia that ethnographers of the post-Soviet tradition have 

noticed accompany the transition from a state socialist economy to one dominated by oligarchic 

corporations.  However, as Whitehead (2003: x) has noted, the historical record suggests that this 

nostalgia fits into a pattern of a broader form of historical consciousness (or ‘historicity’) which 

is peculiar to this place.  External Imperial institutions have been present in their absence since 

Father Dmytryi first recorded the nostalgia of his contemporaries for a vanished chapel in 1850.  

In 2002, the built record of Orthodoxy is similarly conspicuously absent marked by a venerated 

empty space, and very evocative local rituals.   

In this essay I have tried to document many of the modernist forms of attention that have 

structured and re-structured this vibrant community.  Lake Yessei has been viewed alternately 

the centre of Imperial trading networks and the very definition of isolation itself depending on 

the shifting geographies of administrative and ecclesiastical attention.  Travelling scholars and 

missionaries are certainly complicit in creating identities from surnames to confessional 

allegiance.  However the element that forges these identities into long-term ethnographic facts is 
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both symbolic and affective.  In this particular case, it is directly founded upon a certain ecology 

of faith that links ritual practice to a sentient landscape.   

  

 

Figures 

Figure 1: Lake Yessei 

Figure 2: Lake Yessei (Ozero Jesi) marked on the 1723 map of Russia by Johann Baptist 

Homann Generalis totius Imperii Russorum Nuremberg, [between 1721 and 1723]. 

http://bell.lib.umn.edu/historical/hmap2.html [searched June 2007] 

Figure 3: Tanya Argunova-Low and Antonina Alekseeva feeding the Lake, 2002.  

Figure 4: The Chapel at Lake Yessei in 1926 (KKKM 7626-66-579). 

Figure 5: Ritual objects confiscated from the Lake Yessei chapel on in a museum-type display at 

the Tura House of Culture (EOKM 2341(186)). 

Figure 6: The site of the Lake Yessei chapel, August 2002. 

Figure 7: Material remains of an Orthodox Vestuary near a graveyard on the south arm of the 

Lake 
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